


RFQ #968645 - Fairgrounds Racetrack Promotion, Operation, and Improvements 

 

 

Offeror
Alabama Track 

Ventures LLC

Alexander 

Racing

Bristol Motor 

Speedway, LLC

Fairgrounds 

Speedway

Detailed Plan (40 

Points) 20.00 31.00 15.00 29.00
Qualifications and 

Experience (35 Points) 15.00 25.00 25.00 30.00
Financing Proposal (20 

Points) 12.00 17.00 10.00 17.00
Diversity Plan (5 Points) 1.30 1.50 0.50 2.25
Total Evaluation 

Scores 48.30 74.50 50.50 78.25
Alabama Track Ventures, LLC 

Comments: Real estate experience but failed to demonstrate  speedway promotional and operational experience; 3 
National events; Proposed lighting upgrade; $72,000 Base lease; Depth of financial capacity questioned and relies 
heavily on fundraising to fund capital improvements; overall diversity plan provided minimal details; failed to detail 
strategic approach, prompt payment, and reporting as it relates to SMWBEs. 
 
Alexander Racing 

Comments: Great proposal with creative ideas for STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math) activation; 15-
year lease with Metro commitment of funding for phase II improvements is not desirable; revenue share is partially 
based on parking revenue that the Fairgrounds could receive anyway by its normal parking operations; committed more 
towards improvements while providing less guaranteed revenue; lower guaranteed lease payment to The Fairgrounds; 
proposed doubling the number of motor sports events which does not align with current desires/priorities of the Fair 
Board and has a direct noise impact on the surrounding neighborhoods that must be considered; overall diversity plan 
provided minimal details; failed to detail strategic approach, prompt payment, and reporting as it relates to SMWBEs. 
 
Bristol Motor Speedway, LLC 

Comments: The proposal relies on Metro capital funding commitment for improvements with no financial contribution 
from the proposer (“As the facility owner, it would be desired that Metro would fully fund the renovation capital 
costs”); shared revenue would be Metro’s share of sales tax only with no lease payments or direct revenue to The 
Fairgrounds; 30-year lease not desirable; lacked details throughout the entire diversity plan. 

Fairgrounds Speedway 

Comments: Detailed plan evaluation criteria section was slightly less detailed and comprehensive; demonstrated a 
strong understanding of neighborhood impacts and the fair board operations; proposed the highest guaranteed lease 
payment for proposed motor sport and non-motor sport events; proposed creative non-motor sport events to activate 
speedway on non-race days; committed more towards revenue while providing less guarantee towards improvements; 
while the funding amount of $500,000 for improvements was not the highest, it did not rely on any Metro funding that 
may or may not be available; considerations of noise reduction; detailed monitoring and reporting of SMWBE 
participation approach; failed to detail strategic approach and prompt payment as it relates to SMWBEs. 
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